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Fourteen state AGs back Ohio's mandamus bid to halt opioid bellwether trial

(Reuters) - Last week, after Ohio Attorney General Dave Yost filed a mandamus petition at the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals,
seeking to halt an Oct. 21 bellwether trial of claims against opioid manufacturers, distributors and sellers, plaintiffs' lawyers
in the multidistrict opioid litigation in federal court in Cleveland told me Yost was "an outlier." Most state AGs, they said,
were working with lawyers in the MDL, which has consolidated claims by about 2,000 local governments that blame opioid
defendants for helping to an epidemic of prescription opioid abuse, on global solutions to address the crisis.

The Ohio mandamus petition, plaintiffs' lawyers told me, should not be read as a sign of a deepening rift between state AGs
and cities, counties, tribes and municipalities in the MDL.

But on Monday, the Ohio AG proved that he is not alone. Attorneys General from 13 states and the District of Columbia filed
an amicus brief backing Ohio's mandamus petition and underscoring Ohio's argument that only the state has the authority to
vindicate harms allegedly inflicted on Ohio residents. "The claims alleged in the opioid litigation below are statewide harms,"
said the AGs' brief, whose lead signer is Michigan AG Dana Nessel. "It must be the state that litigates them to fruition. The
scheduled bellwether trials, which have statewide impact frustrate that sovereign interest."

The amicus brief, whose signators include the Democratic AGs of Connecticut, Hawaii and D.C., comes amid a reported
breakdown in settlement talks between opioid plaintiffs, state AGs, Oxycontin maker Purdue Pharma and the Sackler family,
which owns Purdue. Some state AGs have balked at Purdue's offer of as much as $12 billion, with a $3 billion guarantee from
members of the Sackler family. Over the weekend, according to AP, the AGs of North Carolina and Tennessee informed their
colleagues via email that Purdue talks were at an impasse.

Opioid defendants, including Purdue and the Sacklers, argue in both the MDL and state AG case is in state court that their
marketing and sale of prescription medications was truthful and in accord with federal regulations.

Ohio's Yost needled MDL plaintiffs' lawyers in a statement announcing the amicus brief by his fellow AGs. "What some
suggested was an outlying position a week ago is anything but and has gained strong support," he said. "It is good to see my
peers, who also represent their entire states, recognize that the cases on behalf of all Ohioans are the way to go."

MDL co-lead counsel Paul Hanly of Simmons Hanly Conroy said in an email responding to the amicus brief, "We feel this is
an untimely and misguided effort that will only be to the ultimate detriment of states and their subdivisions should it succeed."

Law professor Adam Zimmerman of Loyola has been monitoring tension between AGs and MDL plaintiffs in the opioid
litigation. He told me that although some state AGs may be correct about their authority to litigate claims affecting residents
across their states, the Ohio petition and the new amicus brief fail to address so-called home rule provisions that give cities
independent authority to make and enforce law.

In fact, Zimmerman said, opioid defendants in the MDL cited Ohio's home rule provisions in an effect to dismiss claims by
Summit and Cuyahoga counties, which are slated for trial next month. U.S. Magistrate Judge David Ruiz of Cleveland rejected
defendants' home rule arguments in a report last October. The defendants did not object to that aspect of Judge Ruiz's report so
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U.S. District Judge Dan Polster of Cleveland did not address those arguments in his ruling last December to allow the counties
to proceed.

"Ultimately, the question of who enjoys power to sue for the opioid epidemic now ravaging cities and states is a question of
state law," Zimmerman said in an email. "And while I understand the motivation of state AGs to try to find a way to coordinate
these cases and resolve this dispute, they ultimately have to show a 'clear and indisputable" right … to obtain the extraordinary
remedy of an injunction. But by avoiding these important state law questions of who gets to sue, which are complex and vary
significantly from state to state, I'm afraid these states have not yet met that substantial burden."

(Reporting by Alison Frankel)
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